Utility of Next Generation Sequencing in Genetic Testing and Counseling of Disorders Involving the Musculoskeletal System—Trends Observed From a Single Genetic Unit
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Abstract

**Background:** Disorders involving the musculoskeletal system are often identified with short stature and a range of orthopedic problems. The clinical and genetic heterogeneity of these diseases, with several characteristic overlaps, makes specific diagnosis difficult for clinicians using conventional tests, hence molecular testing becomes essential for appropriate diagnosis and management.

**Methods:** Next Generation Sequencing (NGS) based testing has become common in current day clinical practice. To do genetic counseling in cases with disorders in musculoskeletal system, classify and refer for appropriate genetic testing and to assess utility of NGS based testing for molecular diagnosis. Detailed pre and posttest genetic counseling, NGS based clinical exome testing, genotype-phenotype correlation, and segregation analysis.

**Results:** This manuscript reports a molecular spectrum of variants in 34 orthopedic cases referred to a single genetic unit attached to a tertiary care hospital. The diagnostic yield of NGS based tests coupled with genetic counseling and segregation analysis was 79% which included 7 novel variants. Cases which benefited or will get a benefit in the near future were 53% (i.e. 18/34 cases), as eight underwent prenatal diagnosis, since they were either in their early gestation or had planned a pregnancy subsequent to molecular testing, while ten cases were premaritally/prenatally counseled for the families to take informed decisions as they were in the reproductive age.

**Conclusions:** The report highlights the importance of NGS based tests even in a low resource setting as it helps patients, families and health care providers in reducing the economic, social and emotional burden of these disorders.

**What’s Known?**

Next generation sequencing is a tool which has come into mainstream clinical practice in developed nations. Genetic counseling helps clinicians, patients and families understand the ailments and manage it appropriately.

**What’s new?**

The article demonstrates utility of next generation sequencing in Indian population and illustrates the importance in using the test for optimal benefits in clinical management, surveillance, prenatal diagnosis and eventually bringing down morbidity and mortality of musculoskeletal disorders. Genetic counseling and follow up testing increased diagnostic yield to 79%, the highest in musculoskeletal disorders reported earlier. The manuscript also reports 7 novel variants associated with these disorders.

**Introduction**
Disorders involving the musculoskeletal system (DMS) are generalized abnormalities of the muscle and skeletal system often marked by short stature and a spectrum of mobility and orthopedic problems \(^1\). There are more than 450 disorders that involve the DMS and can be clustered into 40 different groups defined by clinical, molecular, biochemical, and/or radiographic criteria. It is estimated that 5% of cases with congenital birth defects belong to the category of skeletal dysplasia \(^2\) and some of them can be diagnosed prenatally by ultrasound \(^1,3\). The clinical and genetic heterogeneity of these diseases, with several characteristic overlaps, makes specific diagnosis difficult for Pediatricians, Orthopaedicians and Radiologists using conventional modalities, hence molecular diagnostics becomes essential.

DMS predominantly affects the muscle, cartilage or skeletal system and are associated with several genetic syndromes. Patients with these disorders in India report either to pediatric, neurology or orthopedic departments with skeletal abnormalities, altered gait, short stature or joint pain. Disability support in low resource countries including India is abysmally low \(^4\) and families with an affected child face several problems in day-to-day life, if more than one family member is affected then their social, financial, and emotional troubles are aggravated \(^5\). Identifying the type of genetic inheritance followed by appropriate genetic counselling helps families understand the problem and take informed decisions. Based on pedigree analysis type of inheritance can be deduced in some cases like autosomal dominant (AD), autosomal recessive (AR), or X-linked dominant (XD) and recessive forms (XR) depending on the location of the associated genes \(^6\). Confirmation for this again comes after molecular diagnosis.

Since many of the DMS have overlapping features, with heterogeneous symptoms it is clinically difficult to make an accurate diagnosis. In a developing country like India, about 80% of the population has to cater to their own medical needs for consultation, diagnosis as well as treatment. A delayed diagnosis would put an additional burden on increased consultations, cross consultations and repeated diagnostic testing. Even with an absolute clinical diagnosis, reproductive decisions cannot be made, thus NGS based testing though relatively expensive than other biochemical or radiological test, is a one-time investment in facilitating streamlined syndrome follow up and reproductive decision making. In the present study we evaluated the role of NGS in diagnosing patients with musculoskeletal abnormalities referred to the Genetics unit of a tertiary care hospital in South India with comprehensive pre and posttest genetic counseling to help patients and their families in taking informed healthcare and reproductive decisions.

**Methods**

During the period January 2015 to August 2019, 70 cases with DMS were referred to the department of Genetics and Molecular Medicine, Kamineni Hospitals, Hyderabad for genetic testing and counseling. Clinical, social, and family history of all the cases was recorded in a well-designed proforma by a genetic counselor after a face-to-face interview with patients or parents/guardians of the affected individuals. Of the total cases, 36 were evaluated with diagnostic modalities like karyotyping, multiple ligation probe amplification assays and microarray, especially those cases with a clinical diagnosis of neuromuscular disorders like Duchenne muscular dystrophy and spinal muscular atrophy. The remaining 34 cases were
deemed appropriate based on clinical features and family history for carrying out clinical exome with NGS. These included two products of conception (POC), which was abortuse material, a case of neonatal death and three couples who were analyzed for carrier status in view of bad obstetric history with radiological evidence of skeletal deformities with or without other congenital anomalies in the fetus. Informed consent was taken from patients/parents/guardians prior to obtaining 2ml of peripheral blood in EDTA or POC tissue as per the Institutional Ethics Committee of Kamineni Hospitals (Registration#ECR/58/Inst/AP/2013) guidelines. This study was carried out in accordance with the recommendations of International Council of Harmonization and Good Clinical Practice. All subjects/families gave written informed consent in accordance with the Declaration of Helsinki.

The samples were outsourced to different commercial laboratories at case per case basis depending upon the cost and turn-around time. Major criteria of choosing the testing lab was that they analyzed 300 genes currently recommended for DMS and followed standard protocol. Reporting was done in accordance with the American College of Medical Genetics and Genomics and the Association for Molecular Pathology guidelines.

**Results**

The age range of cases was 2 days to 56 years and age of onset of symptoms was from in-utero to 15 years. Affected individuals were 21 males and 10 females making the male to female ratio 2:1 (65.51% males and 34.48% females). Three couples assessed were not included in the ratio calculation.

Pedigree analysis indicated that of the 34 cases, 15 (44.11%) had positive family history with a first/second degree relative who had same or similar disorder, while 19 cases (55.88%) were sporadic. From the pedigree, we estimated five cases to be AD, of which four were confirmed, while the fifth one was an XD disorder confirmed after NGS testing. Fifteen cases were predicted to have AR inheritance, of which 14 were confirmed by the molecular report, whereas the last case was identified to have an XR condition in a child. Only one pedigree showed an XR which was confirmed after molecular testing. Consanguinity was documented in 15 (44.11%) families suggesting AR inheritance, however, only 12 out of 15 consanguineous cases had a confirmed AR disorder post molecular diagnosis (Tables 1 and 2). AD cases identified were 15, XR were 3 and one family was diagnosed to have XD disorder.

**Clinical spectrum of the cases**

The cases which were evaluated by NGS were broadly classified into disorders involving musculoskeletal system and storage disorders depending on whether or not they showed systemic involvement.

**Disorders involving Musculoskeletal system** – 76% (26 of the 34) cases were identified as musculoskeletal disorders with genetic basis after radiological and clinical criteria and were categorized as:

a. Osteogenesis Imperfect (OI)
Osteogenesis imperfecta (OI) is a genetic disorder affecting the connective tissue and is mainly characterized by extremely fragile/brittle bones that fracture with trivial traumas. OI is of more than ten types based on clinical features that often overlap. Severity varies with type I being the mildest form and type II being the severest form. COL1A1 and COL1A2 gene mutations are responsible for more than 90% of all cases of OI, however, other genes have also been associated.

The eight cases (1.1.1-1.1.8 cases) clinically diagnosed as OI had common features such as recurrent fractures and blue sclera. Their age of disease onset was from in-utero to 15 years. Seven of the patients were born of non-consanguineous marriage and four of these had another family member affected (Table 1.1). Four out of eight cases were identified (50% diagnostic yield) with pathogenic heterozygous sequence variant in COL1A1 or COL1A2 genes indicating AD inheritance. A homozygous intronic variant in COL1A2 gene which is known to be polymorphic and may be associated with phenotype was found in a 5-year-old, with childhood onset recurrent fractures, blue sclera, and a positive family history. Two cases were identified with homozygous Variant of uncertain significance (VUS) in COL1A1 gene and SERPINF1 gene, it is interesting to note that the case 1.1.5 with COL1A1 who had homozygous VUS also exhibited additional clinical features like dentogenesis imperfecta, slurred speech, dysmorphism and mild scoliosis indicating the severity likely caused due to homozygosity. Segregation analysis may be useful to understand the significance of these variants. However, no significant variant correlating with phenotype was identified in case 1.1.8.

b. Osteopetrosis

Osteopetrosis is a rare genetic disorder characterized by an increase of bone mass due to defective osteoclast function. Patients typically display spontaneous fractures, anemia, and in the most severe forms hepatosplenomegaly and compression of cranial facial nerves leading to deafness and blindness. We confirmed diagnosis of two cases of osteopetrosis (1.2.1-1.2.2). A heterozygous pathogenic variant in CLCN7 gene indicating Osteopetrosis type 2 (1.2.1) and the other, a VUS in LRP gene known to cause Osteopetrosis type 1 (case 1.2.2)

c. Split-hand/foot malformation-6

Split Hand/Split Foot Malformation or Ectrodactyly is a genetic disorder characterized by the complete or partial absence of some fingers or toes, often combined with clefts in the hands or feet. Two sisters (1.3 case) with ectrodactyly born to consanguineous parents were identified with homozygous pathogenic variant in WNT10B gene confirming the diagnosis of split hand/foot malformation 6.

d. Skeletal dysplasia with in-utero presentation

It is well established that DMS can be identified in the prenatal period. Two POC, one perinatal death and three couple samples were assessed in this category. Couple samples were analysed because of BOH with skeletal involvement and unavailability of samples from the affected fetus. Analysis of the male fetal sample (case 1.4.1) revealed hemizygous VUS in MTM1 gene diagnostic of XR myotubular
myopathy, which is associated with skeletal dysplasia and polyhydramnios in utero, both characteristics, were reported in the ultrasound report available\textsuperscript{13}. Since the couple was planning their next child, the mother was evaluated and was identified to have the same variant in heterozygous state confirming carrier status. This also explained the childhood death of two maternal uncles which was documented in the pedigree. Hence this MTM1c.413C>T p.Thr138Met variant can be considered as a novel pathogenic variant after confirmation with functional analysis.

The second POC (case 1.4.2) revealed a novel pathogenic homozygous variant c.867_877del causing protein truncation p.Gln289HisfsTer2 in CUL7 gene causative of 3M syndrome, which has a phenotype of severe prenatal and postnatal growth retardation, long, slender tubular bones, reduced antero posterior diameter of the vertebral bodies and delayed bone age\textsuperscript{14}. While the ample from a neonate who passed away (case 1.4.3) with a clinical diagnosis of Dandy walker with radiological evidence of malformation and oligohydramnios exhibited two compound heterozygous VUS (which included novel variant c.280+7_280+9AG) in POMT1 gene causative of Walker-Wurburg syndrome\textsuperscript{15}. Segregation analysis was recommended in both cases.

Three couples were screened by NGS in view of consanguinity and BOH with DMS. Two couples were identified to be carriers for AR disorders with single heterozygous causative variant whereas one couple had different causative variants in same gene contributing to compound heterozygosity in offspring. Case 1.4.4 was identified with compound heterozygosity comprising of a novel pathogenic (c.6134C>T, p.Ser2045Leu) variant and VUS in CEP290 associated with Joubert syndrome 5 (OMIM # 610188). Case 1.4.5 revealed heterozygosity in both partners for likely pathogenic variant in RBBP8 causative of Seckel Syndrome 2 (OMIM # 606744) whereas case 1.4.6 revealed both parents to be heterozygous carriers for a VUS in COL11A2 associated with Fibrochondrogenesis 2 (OMIM # # 614524).

e. Short stature

Although short stature is observed in most skeletal dysplasia cases, four of our syndromic cases were found to have short stature in addition to other features. A female member of a family where multiple members had renal rickets was tested and identified to have a pathogenic variant in PHEX gene confirming the diagnosis of X linked dominant Hypophosphatemic rickets\textsuperscript{16}.

Other three pediatric cases had short stature as a part of a developmental disorders, a homozygous pathogenic variation in ERC66 gene associated with Cockayne syndrome B\textsuperscript{17}, cerebro oculofacio skeletal syndrome 1 was identified in case 1.5.2, while the third case exhibited VUS in CUL4B gene causative of Cabezas type of X-linked syndromic mental retardation\textsuperscript{18} and the fourth case was identified to have heterozygous VUS in AHDC1 associated with Xia Gibbs Syndrome\textsuperscript{19}.

f. Joint stiffness and pain

Two cases of arthritis as a part of systemic disorders were evaluated in this study. Case 1.6.1 of 21 year old male with clubbing of digits, Erlenmeyer flask deformity of distal tibia and fibula, thrombocytopenia
and bilateral polycystic kidneys was identified to have a novel homozygous pathogenic variant c.325delG causing protein truncation p.Ala109LeufsTer64 in SLC02A1 gene diagnosing it as primary hypertrophic osteoarthropathy, autosomal recessive 2 (PHOAR2)\(^20\). It is interesting to note that the same individual was also identified with a heterozygous pathogenic variant in PKD2 gene c.637C>T p.Arg213Ter associated with AD polycystic kidney disease explaining the renal phenotype. Case 1.6.2 was identified with a pathogenic homozygous variant in CCN6 gene causative of autosomal recessive pseudorheumatoid dysplasia manifesting as joint stiffness since the young age of 16 years\(^21\).

A female who had joint restrictions and genu valgum and avascular necrosis was identified to have a pathogenic variant in COL9A1 gene associated with multiple epiphyseal dysplasia\(^22\). A 8 months old male born to non-consanguineous parents presented with hyperpigmentation and joint swellings and was reported to have novel likely pathogenic duplication c.54_60dupGCTGTGG causing premature truncation (p.Leu21Alafs*26) in ANTXR2 gene causative of hyaline fibromatosis, a condition where there is deposition of amorphous hyaline material in skin and visceral organs\(^23\). A 30 year old female with family history of cancer who has café au lait spots was assessed and found to have a variant in NF1 gene associated with neurofibromatosis\(^24\).

2. Storage disorders

Lysosomal storage disorders (LSDs) are a large group of more than 50 different inherited metabolic diseases which, in the great majority of cases, result from the defective function of specific lysosomal enzymes and non-enzymatic lysosomal proteins or non-lysosomal proteins involved in lysosomal biogenesis\(^25\).

a. Mucopolysaccharidoses (MPS)

MPS is characterized to seven subtypes and are caused by deficiencies in the lysosomal enzymes necessary for the degradation of glycosaminoglycans (GAGs). Storage of GAGs affects the skeletal tissue, cartilage and connective tissues, as well as the peripheral and central nervous system\(^26\).

Of the five cases clinically suspected with MPS, three were consanguineous. Pathogenic variations in IDUA were identified in two cases diagnosing MPS I. A novel hemizygous likely pathogenic missense variation c.1493 G>C causing protein change p.Arg498Thr was identified in IDS gene in a 2yr/male patient confirming MPS II. Two brothers with knock knees and hepatosplenomegaly had a likely pathogenic homozygous variant in GALNS gene which is associated with MPS IVA. Another 7-year-old male with intellectual disability, corneal clouding was identified to have a homozygous VUS in GUSB gene causative of MPS VII. The younger brother of the proband was identified with the same variant in GUSB gene followed by enzyme analysis showing deficient β-Glucoronidase activity thereby confirming the pathogenicity of the VUS identified.

b. Mucolipidosis
Mucolipidosis has the clinical and biochemical features of both MPSs and sphingolipidoses, being characterized by the accumulation of glycoproteins and glycolipids. In our cohort, there were two clinically cases suspected of mucolipidosis with consanguinity in one case. Pathogenic GNPTG homozygous variant was identified in a 7yr/female. Two VUSs in GNPTAB with compound heterozygosity were identified in another female child of 4 years. A 9-year-old female (2.2.3) born to non-consanguineous couple with storage disorder like symptoms and elevated urine GAGs was suspected to have mucolipidosis in view of no likely causative variants in MPS genes, however, no diagnostic variant was identified to confirm mucolipidosis in this patient.

Discussion
A total of 94% (32/34) cases were identified with a variation in genes likely causative of the disorder, thereby establishing genotype – phenotype correlation. Of the sequence variants identified, 15 were pathogenic, 6 were likely pathogenic and 13 were variants of uncertain significance according to ACMG guidelines. Seven novel variants associated with the conditions were identified. Twenty-one pathogenic and likely pathogenic variants were identified and segregation/carrier analysis of 6 out of the 13 VUS were confirmed as pathogenic (cases 1.1.7, 1.4.1, 1.4.3, 1.4.4, 1.5.3, 2.1.5) thus giving a total yield of 79% (27/34) where the patient had definitive molecular diagnosis. Cases 1.1.8 and 2.2.3 were not identified with any clinically significant variants in the gene panel used. Hence, whole exome sequencing maybe required screening a larger panel of genes or identifying novel genes associated with the DMS.

Traditionally, healthcare services in India revolve around the specialist clinicians and patients have direct access to Pediatricians or Orthopedician without going through a primary physician. They are responsible for recommending health care interventions and for referring patients to the enetic units or ordering tests. Until recently, DMSs were diagnosed solely on biochemical and radiological findings and were rarely confirmed by specific gene mutation analysis. A paper by Uttarilli et al (2019) described the shift from single gene testing to panel testing over a decade from multiple centers in India since in most cases large single gene Sanger testing is more expensive than NGS based panel testing with a better diagnostic yield. As compared to the reports from Manipal and Kerala, we observed 44% consanguinity in our cases, against their 37% and 11.6%, respectively. When considering only AR disorders, the rate of consanguinity was seen to be 80% which is significantly higher compared to Manipal data of 43% and 31% from the Kerala publication.

There is a requirement to have a definitive diagnosis for patients and families with genetic diseases to understand the course of the disease and available treatment/ management options to take informed healthcare decisions especially for MPS. Over the past few decades, remarkable advances in molecular diagnosis with the advent of affordable NGS tests make it possible to analyse several genes in a single disease-targeted panel test. A boom in bioinformatics has further helped in interpreting NGS data efficiently especially in countries like India, where databases for variants are not available for their specific population. The data generated will help us develop a disease specific gene panel unique for
our population if all companies donate their raw data files into a common database. This will also help in focusing our research on studying the functional significance of reported VUS showing phenotype correlation and confirming if they are novel pathogenic variants for our population.

The NGS test was helpful in counselling ten premarital/pre-conceptional cases and eight families benefited as they could undergo prenatal diagnosis. Thus, with the current diagnostic yield, 53% of the families could take informed reproductive decisions based on NGS testing who are currently in their reproductive age, the other 26% are equipped with molecular variant information that will facilitate premarital and prenatal counseling and testing in the near future.

**Conclusion**

This study shows that NGS is an important tool for effective diagnosis of DMS even in a low resource country like India as its diagnostic yield is 79% after a proper pre-test and post-test counseling. The patients/families in our country usually consult different hospitals/clinicians in the hope of diagnosis/treatment, undergo repeated tests which disappoint them, many of them in the absence of diagnosis have another child with the same disease, which is devastating. Other members of their family may get affected as no preventative carrier testing was advised or they were not informed about prenatal testing. Also, syndrome specific management in MPS and similar cases could have been planned in affected individuals. All this can only be facilitated by a pre and posttest genetic counseling to educate families adequately after a molecular test. This exercise would be instrumental in taking informed reproductive decisions significantly reducing the morbidity and mortality burden on families and society.
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